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Jeff Fenton

From: Fawn Fenton 

Sent: Tuesday, October 9, 2018 12:21 PM

To: Jeff Fenton

Subject: RE: Reply to your email (Missed This!)

At this point, to be honest, I do not really even want to keep the Sunnyside house. If the house is not sold, then I will be 

stuck paying for the very-expensive bills that come with the house, AND I will still have a ton of credit card debt from 

this divorce. I am emotionally burnt out, and Ken is making zero steps towards any transition plan for the company, so in 

a year or two I’d really like to take a less stressful job. I need life to be simpler to help me recover emotionally and 

financially after all of this upheaval. But I will be trapped as long as I’m saddled with the house + alimony + credit card 

debt. I don’t know if I can realistically handle the stress level of being forced to make a high salary only to give it all away 

every month for many years into the future.  

This broke my heart. I never wanted her to be "stuck".  

I wish she had just given me her equity in our home in lieu of alimony, kept the house financed in her name until 
someday when I was able to finance it in mine, and let me take over the bills. My mother offered to bring our mortgages 
current and to keep them current, as long as I could remain in my home. It would have only required about $8k to bring 
our mortgages current (which they secretly defaulted on, without telling me), while I lost more money than that in 
counsel, yet left with nothing. 

BUT Attorney Virginia Lee Story said NO, "It is already too far along in the bankruptcy."  

That's RACKETEERING! And it's not only unconstitutional, but it's unethical and inhumane!  

It is also a flagrant violation of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure and multiple sections of Federal Bankruptcy 
Laws. (Committed by the people trusted to uphold and administer those laws.) 

Our beautiful Brentwood home is worth over $900k today! While we only owed $300k on it! These reckless monsters 
liquidated our home for precisely what was owed on the mortgages, without a penny to either of our benefit.  

There was literally no risk greater than the damages my wife allowed her attorneys to cause. She never needed to file for 
bankruptcy. She only received $44k in alleged "bankruptcy relief", while I have no doubt that her legal fees were higher! 
We lost $250k the day our home auctioned, and another $350k in appreciation since! All this damage could have been 
avoided! But it required conscionable counsel to have advised her in her darkest hours, of depression and doubt.  

Instead she mistakenly had hired career criminals who prance around the Williamson County legal landscape as if they 
are gods, who bow before absolutely no laws. The State of Tennessee should have put these gangsters out of business 
a decade ago, but in their negligence and refusal to prioritize judicial integrity over the recreational activities of the 
judiciary, the state had shown their priorities. Which are repugnant and a violation of each sworn officer's Oath of Office!  

Instead she allowed her counsel to pull a massive RICO bankruptcy fraud scam. We both lost everything, while 
destroying both of our credit, illegally evicting my tenants and myself from my own home without due process, leaving 
me with zero income or shelter within the State of Tennessee, discarding me without care or consideration, like 
yesterdays trash.  

I PRAY FOR JUSTICE! 

I demand the arrest of corrupt former Williamson County Judge, Michael Weimar Binkley and Attorney Virginia Lee 
Story.  

The public welfare requiring it!

https://rico.jefffenton.com/evidence/2018-10-09_wife-does-not-want-to-keep-marital-residence.pdf Case 1:23-cv-01097-PLM-RSK (FENTON v. STORY et al.)




